UMKC SOM Exposure/Needle Stick Procedures for Residents and Fellows - 10/31/14

Peter Maxwell - Coordinator
Workers’ Compensation & Risk Management
University of Missouri-Kansas City
4747 Troost Ave., #23
Kansas City, MO 64110

816 235-5357 (Work)
816 235-6559 (Fax)
Maxwellp@umkc.edu

Office Hours 7am – 3:30 pm.

After hours: Leave message and phone service will page Peter Maxwell from 7:00 am to 11:00 pm.

Upon Resident/Fellow exposure/needle stick, Resident/Fellow will get first ‘three days’ of doses of prescribed prophylactic antiviral medication post blood exposure from pharmacy at institution where exposure happened. That facility will pay for initial prescriptions, i.e. TMC/SLH/CMH.

Additional prescriptions need to be submitted immediately through and will be paid for by UMKC Risk Management Office/Worker’s Compensation. Resident/Fellow should contact UMKC Risk Management Office immediately for assistance in obtaining follow up medications. Peter Maxwell also needs faxed incident reports on the same day of the event.

Information that Risk Management will need for all requested prescriptions includes -
Name of employee
Name of prescribed medication
Who is the prescribing physician?
What pharmacy (exact location needed) will fill the prescription?

Approved vendors through the UMKC Risk Management agreement include CVS, K-Marts, Price Choppers, Walgreens, Wal-Mart’s and others.

Resident needs to let their Program Director know of exposure and/or needle stick when situation occurs.